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Spoiler alert 
After loss at Homecoming, UCF hopes 
to return favor to Marshall-sEESPORTS,A7 
Discover 
Study 
PAYING MORE ON 
BOOZE SAVES 
LIVES 
· Higher taxes on alcohol can make a night 
out more expensive but could save lives, 
according to a study released Thursday. . 
Each time the state of Alaska raised its 
alcoholic beverage tax, fewer deaths 
were caused by or related to alcohol, 
according to the study that examined 28 
years of data. Using information from 
death certificates, the authors compiled 
the number of deaths caused by alcohol. 
rm Breaking news on · your cell 
Get UCF news sent to your cell 
phone. Just text the keyword 




TO MEET MONDAY 
I!,. thesis anq dissertation support 
group will meet Monday from 3:30 
p.m. to 4:30 p.m.atthe Counseling 
Center to provide a supportive 
environment for graduate students 
going through the thesis process. 
. LOCAL& STATE,A2 
DEATH ROW INMATE 
GETS NEW SENTENCING 
BUT NO NEW TRIAL 
A death row inmate who ordered the 
killing of a teenager in a drug deal 
that went bad will get a new 
sentencing hearing, but he will not be 
retried. On Thursday, the Florida 
Supreme Court reversed a decision to 
give Faunce Levon Pearce a new trial. 
NATION & WORLD, A4 
SUICIDE BOMBER 
CRASHES CONVOY, KILLS 
AT LEAST 20 CIVILIANS 
A suicide bomber rammed his car into 
a U.S. military convoy as it was passing 
through a crowded market in eastern 
Afghanistan on Thursday, killing at 
least 20 civilians and an American 
soldier, officials said. 
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Union displays students' wOrks 
Monetary prizes .awarded to best pieces 
/ 
MATTHEW BEATON Union's second floor. The dis- junior art major. "I think that 
StaffWriter played pieces were created by the quality of [the artwork] · 
The lev~l .of culture and 
sophistication was raised in 
UCF's Student Union on 
Wednesday night· when it 
. opened its fall 2008 al.1: exhib-
it. 
26 -different UCF student shows how talented [UCF · 
artists. students are]." 
These pieces contained a The exhibit will remain in 
myriad of mediums including the Student Union .until the 
charcoals, · etchings, oils, end of the semester, after 
acrylic, mixed medium and which the artists may collect 
photographs. their work and enter it into 
"There's a lot of variety - . other competitions. 
a lot of different mediums Also, all students .who 
were used," Ma'ayan Eckstein entered tile contest competed 
The art exhibit takes place 
every semester and has been 
going on since 2003. This 
year, 59 works were entered 
and 27 were displayed on the 
said. Eckstein is one of the art· 
show's organizers ~d is a 
• GAGE YOUNG/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
PLEASE SEE .PIECES ON A6 Students view the works displayed in 'the annual student art show in the Student Union. . 
, CAITLIN BUSH/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
The exterior of the UCF Arena and the surrounding palm trees are covered in 75,000 lights, creating Light Up UCF. The lights blink in choreographed show, which will show 
. 
UCF brings holiday cheer to campus 
KERRI ANNE RENZULLI 
Staff Writer 
For the following 50 days, the UCF Arena and the surrounding area will be trans-
formed into a holiday wonderland as Metro PCS presents light Up UCF with more 
than 75,000 twipkling lights, a $90,000 outdoor ice skating rink. 14 holiday films pro-
jected onto a 26-foot screen. and Santa visits until Dec. 23. 
"Out goal is really to make this place ring in a fun way for the holidays for 50 
nights:' said Tony Peluso, the vice president of venues and events for University Prop-
erties International · 
· The community event, dubbed "50 nights of music, lights and ice," will open today 
with President John Hitt throwing the massive decorative switch at 6:30 p.m. to acti-
vate the light show for the first time. Admission is free, excluding a $10 fee for rink use 
and rental skates. . 
The So-day event, happening until Jan. 2, is expected to draw nearly 200,000 peo-
ple to the university throughout the holidays and provide business to UCF i;etailers on 
the north side of campus as "we anticipate people coming back three or four times:' 
said Ben Gibbs, the assistant general manager for the UCF Arena 
'. 
PLEASE SEE HOLIDAY ON A6 
-LIGHT UP UCF EVENTS 
11/14 -Opening Night - Sarah Brightman - live 
Movie Nights: How the Grinch Stole Christmas 
11/15 -Trans0Siberian Orchestra - live* 
~ovie Nights: Home Alone 
11/16 -Toys for Tots -Toy Drive Begins 
11/17 - University Theme (SGA Night) 
11/18 - University Theme (Student Organization 
Night) 
11/19 -Winter Park Night 
(Residen~ receive $2 off skating) 
University Theme (Greek Night) 
Movie Nights: Eight Crazy Nights 
11/20 -All Star Comedy Tour - live 
University Theme (Greek Night) 
11/21 - Classic Rock Night 
UCF Faculty and Staff Night 
Movie Nights: The Santa Clause 







MATTHEW BEATON ' 
StaffWriter 
The Orlando Shakespeare 
Theater's play season is now 
in full swing, with Te~essee 
Williams' The Glass 
Menagerie running through 
Sunday. UCF's partnership 
with the theater provides 
· opportunities for students to 
perform and experience the 
. arts. 
According to the theater's 
Web site, "the University of 
Central Florida provides a 
portion of the fiscal underpin-
nings of Orlando 
Shakes[peare Theater.]" 
Because UCF financially 
backs the theater, MFA acting 
students in th~ir third year 
take part in the theater's nine-
month long residency .pro-
gram. The theater also gives 
BFA students the opportunity 
to fulfill · their internship 
requirement. 
In addition to these, the 
theater employs several UCF 
faculty members . 
"In return [for UCF's finan-
cial support], our Artistic 
Director Jim Heisinger is 
employed by UCF as well as 
David Lee, who directed The 
Glass Menagerie and is our 
assistant director of new play 
development", theater Direc-
PLEASE SEE STUDENTS ON A5 
Christmas project 
to bring holiday joy 
Cornerstone~ gives back 
KATIE KUSTURA 
Contributing Writer 
The harsh realities of chil-
dren living in third-world 
countries are . being 
addressed by students at 
UCF through Operation 
Christmas Child. 
"This is a chance for UCF 
to celebrate its similarities," 
Jason Sagel, Campus Cru-
sade member, said. "These 
children have· nothing. It's 
the first gift they've ever 
received." 
Junior Andrew Stouten-
burg, 20, said that regardless 
of a person's faith, this is an 
opportunity for everyone to 
really affect an underprivi-
leged child's life. 
"Even as poor as we com-
monly claim to be, we are 
l?lessed witj:i. so much, living 
in America and attending 
college, and this gives us a 
chance to instead focus on 
the rest of the world and 
change an individual's life," 
Stoutenburg said. 
· Each year, Operation 
Christmas Child collects 
shoeboxes filled with toys, 
candy, personal notes, school • 
supplies, hygiene items and 
other goodies to send to chil-
dren in hopeless situations in 
PLEASE SEE COLLECTlON ON A5 
Grou~ work with 
New Hope for Kids 
MICHELLE DENDY 
Staff Writer 
Throughout the next 
month, Team Four, a group 
in the UCF Cornerstone 
class, will be holding' vari-
ous events to raise money 
for the New Hope for Kids 
\.V_!.sh Program. 
The UCF Cornerstone 
class is divided into groups · 
of four to six people, _in 
which they together decide 
which child to choose for 
the program. The group 
determines the cost and 
their goal for the · chi!d's 
wish. The group then is 
NEW HOPE FOR KIDS 
New Hope for Kids mission is to support __ _ 
children and families grieving the death 
of a loved one and to grant wishes to 
children with life-threatening illpesses 
in Central Florida. 
OPE 
~.ri ds 
New Hope achieves its mission through two programs - The Center for 
Grieving Children and Children's Wish - which provide assistance to children 
and their families during some of life's most difficult challenges. New Hope for 
Kids also provides support services such as family events, resource information, 
and referral to other agencies for assistance when necessary. The programs are 
available to children ages 3-18 who live in the Central Florida area. 
. responsible for planning 
three fundraising events, 
along with contacting other 
businesses and individuals 
· for donations. At the end of 
the semester, the Corner-
stone groups" plan a wish 
celebration for the child and 
their family. 
"The UCF teams add ere-
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AROUND 
CAMPUS 
News and notices for 
the UCF community 
Learn to manage thesis 
A thesis and dissertation 
support group will meet Mon-
day from 3:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
at the Counseling Center to 
provide a supportive environ-
ment for graduate students 
going through their thesis or 
dissertation. 
For more information, con-
tact Larry Marks at 407-823-
28ll or e-mail 
counctr@ffi¥1.uc£edu. 
Dietitian teaches simple eating 
Meghan Murphy Van Camp 
will teach students how to 
prepare a menu that is simple 
and healthy on Monday from 
noon to 1 p.m. at the Recre-
ation and Wellness Center 
Classroom: 
For more information, con-
tact 407-823-5841. · 
Library continues weekly series 
Continuing on the semes-
ter-long, weekly series, repre-
sentatives from Alcohol & 
Other Drug Prevention Pro-
gramming will be in front of 
the L,ibrary on Tuesday from 10 
a.m. to ll:30 a.m. · 
For more information, con-
tact Hal Mendelsohn at 407-
823-3604 or · e-mail 
hmendels@mail.ucf.edu. 
Get abandoned bikes at auction 
On Tuesday from ll a.m. to 2 
p.m. on the outside stage at the 
Student Union, there will be a 
bicycle auction for bikes that · 
were abandoned on campus 
· and recovered by the UCF 
Police Department. 
About 200 bikes will be sold 
at the auction, and it is cash 
only. 
Proceeds will be used for 
student scholarships. 
For more information, con- · 
tact the Activity & Service.Fee 
Business Office at 407-823-5548 
or e-mail asf@mail.ucf.edu. 
LOCAL 
&STATE 
Keep local with headlines 
you may have missed 
Death row inmate will get new 
sentencing but no retrial 
TALLAHASSEE - A death , 
row inmate who ordered the 
killing of a teenager in a drug 
deal that went bad will get a 
new sentencing hearing, but he 
will not be retried. 
Th~ Florida Supreme Court 
on Tl;mrsday unanimously 
reversed a trial judge's decision 
to give Faunce Levon Pearce a 
new trial but agreed to v~cate 
his death penalty. 
The justices ruled his 
lawyers were ineffective during 
the penalty_phase of his trial. 
They failed to research his 
background or ha,ve him exam-
ined by mental health experts. 
Psychologists now · say he is 
mentally ill and suffers from 
brain damage. 
The 46-year-old Pearce 
ordered another man to shoot 
the victim, 17-year-old Robert 
Crawford m, and another teen 
who survived. They were left . 
for dead along a Pasco County 
road in 1999. The shooter is 
serving a life sentence. 
Authorities identify bodies of 
2 men who went missing · 
HUDSON - Authorities 
have identified the bodies of 
two men who went cave diving 
into a west Florida sinkhole 
and never returned. 
. Yessic Cozay Spencer, a 42-
year-old Marine stationed at 
MacDill Air Force Base in 
Tampa, and Joseph Christian 
Hartranft, a 52-year-old Bran-
don resident, were found 
Wednesday evening in the 
School Sink, a popular cave div-
ing destination in Hudson. 
The men had been missing 
since Tuesday. 
On Wednesday, cave divers 
searched for the men after 
authorities discovered one of 
their vehicles near the sinkhole . 
Florida Keys Turtle Hospital 
amputates turtle's front flipper 
MARATHON - A veteri-
narian at the Florida Keys Tur-
tle Hospital has successfully 
amputated the right-front flip-
per o_f an endangered hawksbill 
sea turtle that had· been 
attacked by wild dogs in the 
Virgin Islands. _ > 
The hospital's staff veteri-
PLEAsE SEE LOCAL ON A4 . 
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fight for fym, friends 
ASHLEY CARNIFAX 
Contributing Writer 
Sabre, Epee, Foil and Parry: To 
most, the terms seem to be nothing 
more than part of a foreign lan- · 
guage. To the members of Fencing 
Knights at UCF, they are much 
more. 
Fencing traces back to the 12th 
century, when it began as a leisure 
activity among European nobility. 
Since then, it has become more 
common, with the U.S. women's 
team sweeping the individual sabre 
medals at Olympics in Beijing. 
, SARAH ROGERS /aNTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Still, movies and television por-
tray fencing as a free-for-all battle, 
which many fencers take offense to. 
The Fencing Knights practke their moves in the Fetrell Commons Auditorium Sundays,Mondays and Thursdays. 
''It's a very elegant and clear-cut 
sport with well-defined rules and 
not random slaying swords 
around," Logan Kriete; a freshman 
computer science major, said "It's 
not a ·very brutish hack-and-slash 
sport.'' . 
The rules for fencing are com-
plex and vary depending on which 
weapon is used 
"There are three types of 
weapon& used in fencing - foil, 
epee and sabre," Megan Harwell, a 
junior Spanish and .psychology 
double major, said "They are dif-
ferentiated by their bell guards, 
the part above the 9lade that pro-
tects your hand.'' 
"Foil and epee are both poking 
weapons, in that you have to hit 
your opponent with the tip of,your 
blade, while sabre is a slashing and 
cut:ti11S weapon, so you can attack 
with fue edge," Kriete said 
"hi competitions, fencers are 
hooked up to an electric box that 
causes a light to go off when they hit 
, their opponent, which gives them a 
point," Harwell said 
Harwell, who recently finished 
with a bronze medal in the Senior 
Women's Foil event at the 2008 
Bankuti Challenge, began fencing 
during her freshman year at UCF. 
"I happened to be walking by the 
Ferrell Commons during. fencing 
practice," she said 
Kriete, however, sought out the 
Fencing Knights, rather than hap-
peni,ng upon them. 
"I was involved in fencing 
back in high school, thanks 
to some pl'Qdding by my 
best friend, so it was 
only logical that I con-
tinue here at UCF," Kri-
ete said ''If thert~ was-
n't already ;,t club, I 
would've started it. I 
love · the sport that 
much.'' 
Practices are in the 
Ferrell Commons 
Auditorium on Mon- · 
days from 8:30 p.m. until ll 
p.m., Thursdays from 3 p.m. 
to 5 p.m. and Sundays from 5 
p.m. to 8 p.m. 
The Fencing Knights is open 
to all students, regardless of expe-
rience. 
'We supply all of the equipment 
needed to try fencing for the first 
couple of weeks and we do this 
without charge," Ken Lauver, coach 
for the team, said "Once you decide 
to continue, and rm sure that you 
will, we ask for club dues of only 
$60.00 per semester. As such, we 
are one of the least expensive of the 
UCF sport clubs." . 
The main motivation is to get 
students interested in· fencing. 
'We look forward to seeing stu-
dents who wish to pursue the com-
petitive nature of the sport or those 
students who want a great stress-
relieving sport that will allow you to' 
apply the point of your sword to 
your opponent while you are envi-
sioning your 'favorite' professor," 
Lauver said 
But many students are unaware 
that UCF has a fencing club. 
'We have a fencing team?" said 
Kyle Reger, a sophomore mathe-
matics major. 
Reger, who seemed interested in 
seeing the Fencing Knights in 
action, said that fencing is a difficult 
sport compared to most and is 
''very unforgiving for mistak~s." 
Luckily for the Fencing Knights, 
this season has gone well. In addi-
tion to Harwell's third place finish 
last month, the team fared well at a 
tournament in Gainesville held in 
September. 
'We beat the University of Flori-
da, and they really don't like being 
beaten," Kriete said with a smile. 
Next up for the team is the War 
of the Roses tournament next · 
weekend in Clearwater, and 
the Junior Olympic 
Qµalifier in Dunedin 
later this 
month. 
The Fencing Knights practice 
their moves. The dub is open 
to all students. 
SARAH ROGERS / 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
• 
G Formorefendng photos, go to: 
www.UCFNews.com 
( 
Tlte BPW house changes policies 
MARISA BEST 
Contributing Writer 
The Business and Professional 
Women's house has undergone some 
major cJ.ianges lately. Located behind 
the Bai:bara Ying center, the BPW 
house is now home to graduate and 
non-traditional females only. 
Dedicated fo the university in 1986, 
the house was donated to the school by 
the Business and Professional 
Women's Club of Florida's Education 
Foundation. The Foundation has also 
erected houses on the Florida State and 
Florida Atlantic campuses, and plans to 
-build a fourth house at St. Pete College. 
As of fall 2008, however, the house, 
which was previously open to those 
females in good academic standing and 
in need pf financial aid, has changed its 
requirements in order to give graduate 
and non-traditional students -an on-
camp~ housing opportunity. 
'We're trying to make a more con-
venient waji- for women in careers to 
succeed," said Katie Kanable, the area 
coordinator of the Apollo Communi-
ties. · 
In addition to requirement changes, 
the number of tenants · has been 
reduced from 14 to , eight, ·including an 
RA, because students "would prefer 
their own rooms," Kanable said, and 
the ·extra room would "make it more 
comfortable to them." 
The house, formerly known as the 






TODAY IN DETAIL · 
High:85° 
Low:67° 
Today: A 20 percent chance of rain 
with winds from the south-southeast 
at 11 mph. 
Tonight: Isolated thunderstorms dur-
ing the evening with winds from the 
south-southeast at 9 mph. 
the scholarship not only from the 
name, but for the house as well. Due to 
a lack of funds, scholarships are no 
longer available for the house. 
With the changes comes even more 
competition to get accepted 
So what exactly are they looking for? 
'We lodk at students and their 
financial need," Kanable said. 'We lis-
ten to what their intent is and their level 
of interest." 
Applications are based on the 
· rolling admissions process, and con-
tracts are made. per semester, with a 
separate contract for summer. As of 
now, the house is full for the 2008-09 
school year, but recruiting for the 2009-
10 school year will begin in January or 
February. 
Saturday High:81° 
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LET US KNOW 
The Future wants to hear 
from you. If you have a dub, 
organization or event and want 
your information to be consid-
ered for the Around Campus 
column, send a fax to 407-447-
4556 or an e-mail to editor@cen-
tralfl.oridafuture.com. Deadlines 
are 5 p.m. Friday for the Monday 
edition, 5 p.m. Monday for the 
Wednesday edition, and 5 p.m. 
Wednesday for the Friday edi-
tion. 
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events to help kids 
FROM A1 
• ativity and a personal touch 
to each wish," Wish Direc-
tor Rosie Wilder said in a 
press re.lease statement. 
• "They make it six times bet-
ter than I could alone. I 
wish every donor could see 
• the light in the eyes of chil-
dren when they receive 
their wish." 
_New Hope for Kids is an 
· • organization that provides 
services to children ages 
three to 18 and their fami-
lies grieving the death of a 
> · loved one. New Hope for 
Kids also grants wishes to 
children with life-thre·aten-
ing illx:iesses in Central 
.. Florida through its Wish 
Program. 
In 2003, the UCF Cor-
nerstone program and the 
New Hope for Kids Wish 
Program joined forces to 
grant the' wishes of more 
"' children, while also giving 
UCF business majors . 
hands-on experience in 
budgeting, media, and 
working with special needs 
children. 
Since the founding of the 
<1 partnership, UCF Corner-
stone students and New 
Hope for Kids have found 
major succe·ss. Through 
December 2007, 92 teams 
composed of 5.52 business 
majors have raised more 
than $180,000 to grant 89 
wishes in total. 
UCF Cornerstone Team 
Four consists of upperclass-
men J.b. Reamer, Jason· 
> . Clerkin, Chadd Ryan, David 
Stein, Barbara McCoy, and 
Rachel Hopkins. Together, 
,, they have chosen four-year-
old Jessica for their project. 
Jessica has been diagnosed 
with cerebral palsy .and 
wishes for a Litegait walker, 
a training device that con-
trols weight bearing, pos-
. ture and balance. This 
device will hopefully help 
Jessica learn to walk on her 
own one day. 
'The UCF teams 
add creativity 
and a personal 
touch to ·each 
wish. They • 
make it six 
times better 
than I could 
alone.' 
- ROSIE WILDER 
WISH DIRECTOR 
the children they choose. 
New Hope for Kids aims to 
build relationships between 
the child and the Corner-
stone teams, providing 
them with extra support 
while granting their wish. . 
"It will be nice to finally 
put a face to tlie name and 
see the child who we're 
helping," Hopkjns said. 
The first event Team 
Four planned was a charity 
poker tournament. It was 
held Oct. 27 at the Orlando 
. Ale ' House in Waterford 
Lakes at 7 p.m. Prizes for 
the tournament partici-
pants included Blue Man 
group tickets, Game Day 
Sports packages, restaurant 
packages, and many more. 
· On Nov. 7, Team· Four 
hosted a Golf Tournament to 
benefit Jessica. The tourna-
ment was held at Stoney-
brook Golf Course. UCF stu-
dents had a discounted entry 
fee of $50, with the regular 
fee at $60 per person. 
In addition to the events 
, Team Four has planned, 
they are · also looking for 
private donors to help pur-
chase the $2,500 Litegait for 
, 'JI "We were -looking at a Jessica. . · 
.. 
list of some of the different 
children we could choose 
from and whatfeally stuck 
• out for Jessica, her wisli was 
actually something very . 
instrumental in her life," 
Hopkins said. ''We thought 
it would be really nice to be 
able to buy her something 
that would last her a long 
time' and help lier signifi-
>' . candy in her life." , 
The teams also have the 
opportunity to meet with 
"It is hard trying to go 
arol,lnd and get donations 
from businesses," Hopkins 
said. "We are calling people 
and sp~nding hours on the 
phone marking off numbers 
of people stretched for cash 
can't donate." 
For more information 
about the upcoming events 
for Jessica and how you can 
make donations, contact 








ruve Jai-Alai Jan. 1st thru Mar. 29th) 
This Ad Good 
For 1 Free Program 







Police: Divers' find not credible 
JEFFREY RILEY ' 
Online News Editor 
A private dive company 
looking for missing tod-
dler Caylee Anthony, 
under the direction of 
bounty hunter Leonard 
Padilla, found a plastic 
garbage bag with bricks, 
children's toys and what 
the divers said were bones 
in the bottom of the Little 
Econ River in Jay Blan-
chard Park on Thursday. 
The FBI asid the Orange 
County Sheriff's Office 
responded to the area. 
After · looking at the 
materials found in the bot-
tom of the river, a spoke-
man· said the area was not a 
crime scene and the evi.:. 
dence was not credible to 
the investigation. 
"At this point, we have 
responded, the lead investi-
gator has responded, the 
FBI has also responded to 
this location, and there is 
nothing here at the scene 
that is credible or of a sig-
nificant find,''. said Angelo 
Nieves, a public informa-
tion officer with OCSO. 
Nieves also said it was in 
poor form for Padilla to call 
the media before calling the 
police. · 
'"Ibis is unfortunately an 
incident that was not noti-
fied to law enforcement ini- · 
tially,'' Nieves said. ''Law 
enforcement should have 
been the first call to be 
made by Mr. Padilla regard-
ing this incident, not to the 
media." · 
· Padilla said he called the 
FBI f"rrst when he started 
the diving operations. 
"No, the first person I 
called was the FBI agent 
that is on the case when I 
came here originally," Padil-
la said 
Orange County Sheriff's 
Sgt. John Allen said·the dive 
search going on in the river 
ha_d nothing to do with 
SARAH ROGERS/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Blackwater Divers discovered toys and bricks in Llttle Econ River in Jay-Blanchard Park 
Thursday. The findings are not credible to the Caylee Anthony's case, authorities said. 
either the FBI or the OCSO's 
official investigation, and was 
. being conducted by Padilla. 
"The Orange County Sher-
iff's Office and the FBI are work-
ing together, along with other 
police agencies, to find Cayfee's 
remains," Allen said. "If you 
want to know what Leonard is 
doing here, I suggest you ask 
Leonard" 
Nieves said that OCSO asked 
P~dilla to take a polygraph test 
about the findings. ,Padilla 
agreed and said he is not wor-
ried or mtimidated by the test. 
Padilla said he chose this area 
due to a cross memorial that 
was found in a wooded area in 
the park that appeared to be 
made out of a material he had 
seen in the home of Casey 
Anthony, Caylee's mother. He 
said the importance of what the 
divers found is still unknown. 
"I don't know the signifi-
cance of it, because, like I said,. 
the divers are l:he ones in control 
of the situation," Padilla said 
David Badali, a diver with 
Blackwater Divers who helped . 
discover the items, said their 
placement is what brings up 
suspicion. 
''I can tell you that these par-
ticular bricks belong in some-
one's house, not in these 
waters," Badali said. ".They 
shouldn't have been in that bag 
to weight the bag down." 
An official with the forensics 
department of the OCSO took 
two of the samples to examine 
and determine if they are bone. 
It was originally reported 
that one of the toys found was a 
shamrock, connecting to the 
shamrock tattoo that Casey 
Anthony has, along with various 
shamrocks that are allegedly in 
her house. However, the divers 
later said the toy was a small 
Gumby figure, not a shamrock. 
407 704 8011 we know how to take care of • • our cust11Ders. Give us a call for your 
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LOCAL & STATE 
FROM A2 
narian Douglas Mader said 
the turtle, named Sandy, han-
dled the Thursday surgery 
well and added the turtle 
should be able to survive in 
the wild without the flipper. 
Mader's biggest concern 
was injuries· to Sandy's other 
flippers. 
The 170-pound turtle was 
attacked last month in St. 
Croix as she was nesting. Vet-
erinarians there sent it to the 
Keys for further treatment. 
NASA optimistic for a Friday 
· launch of shuttle Endeavour 
CAPE CANAVERAL 
NASA grew more optimistic 
of laqnching space shuttle 
Endeavour on Friday on a 
space station delivery mis-
sion as forecasters offered a 
more promising outlook for 
the nighttime liftoff. 
Shuttle weather officer 
Kathy Winters on Thursday 
put the odds of acceptable 
conditions at 70 percent for 
the 7:55 p.m. launch, with rain 
and. clouds the main con:... 
cerns. The. day before, the 
odds stood at 60 percent. 
Wmters said the cold front 
making its way to Florida was 
, not traveling as fast as origi-
- nally thought, and was not 
expected to reach the launch 
site until Saturday night. As a 
result, the chance of launch-
ing Saturday evening is 30 
, percent, she said 
Everything in the count-
' down, meanwhile, was going 
well And up in orbit, the three 
men aboard the international 
space station eagerly awaited 
thousands .of pounds of new 
equipment for remodeling 
and expanding their home. 
Among the items being . 
carried up by Endeavour and. 
' its seven astronauts: a new 
• bathroom, kitchenette, exer-
cise machme, two bedrooms 
· and a ·system capable of turn-
ing urine into drinking water. 
- - ASSOCIATED PRESS 
HIGHER · 
EDUCATION 
What's in the news at 
· colleges around the country 
Enrollment at seven Oregon 
universities reaches record ~igh 
PORTLAND, Ore. 
: · Enrollment at the seven pub-
:· lie universities in Oregon has 
reached a record high. 
The Oregon University 
System said Thursday that 
86,546 students were , 
enrolled · for fall 2008, an 
increase of 5.2 percent over 
last year. 
The jump was the highest 
percentage increase since 
' 2002, adding 4,300 students 
· statewide. 
Higher education Chan-
cellor George Pernsteiner 
says college funding increas-
' es approved for 2007-09 by 
• Gov. Ted Kulongoski and the 
Legislature helped boost 
enrollment. 
The number of students 
• ~ who received state aid has 
nearly doubled this year. 
Sterling College board names 
new president, its 11th in history 
STERLING, Kan. - Th.e 
Sterling College board of 
trustees names a new presi-
dent, the Kansas school's 11th 
leader in its 121-year history. 
. The board said Thursday 
that Dr. Paul J. Maurer of 
Springfield, ill., will assume 
his duties on Feb. 2. 
Sterling College Board 
President Tony Thompson 
said Maurer will bring "a 
wealth of knowledge and 
experience to Sterlli;ig." 
He replaces Dr. Bruce 
Douglas, who announced in 
February that he was step-
. ping down after three years. 
Maurer served the past 
six years at Trinity Interna-
tional University in Deer-
field, Ill., as senior vice pres-
ident of institutional 
advancement. 
There, p.e helped shape 
strategic planning, policy 
and operational decisions 
and led the most successful 
capital campaign in school 
history. . 
He's writing a book that 
' explores the religious rheto:. 
ric of former presidents 
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NATION & WORID 
Keep current with headlines from around the globe 
KHALID MOHAMMED/ ASSOCIATED PRESS 
Jassim Hatem, right, grieves as his son;s coffin is taken for burial in Baghdad on 
Thursday. Ali Jassim, 21, was one of at least 20 people killed in a string of ~mbings. 
Suicide bom~er rams car into , · "Despite recognizing the 
convoy, kills at least 20 civilians baby's life-threatening situa-
KABUL, Afghanistan - tion,· he deliberately decided 
A suictde bomber rammed not to intervene" and get the 
his car into a U.S. military' ailing infant to a doctor, 
convoy as it was passing · · prosecutors said in their 27-
through a crowded market page indictment. 
in eastern Afghap.istan on Investigators say Fritzl ~ 
Thursday, killing at least 20 has confessed to imprison-
civilians and an American ing and repeatedly raping 
soldier, officials said. his daughter Elisabeth· -
The attack outside Jalal- now age 42 - in a warren of 
abad, the capital of the east- soundproofed, windowless 
ern Nangarhar province, cellar rooms he built 
also wounded 74 civilians, beneath his home starting in 
said Ajmal Pardes, a provin- 1984, shortly after she 
cial health official . · turned is. 
Separately, an explosion· Police say Fritzl told 
in southern Afghanistan on . them he tossed the body of 
Wednesday killed two the infant into a furnace in 
NATO soldiers, the military; 1996 after the baby became 
alliance said in a stateme,nt, ill and died. They say DNA 
without dislcosing the sol- tests have confirmed he is 
diers nationalities. the biological father of the . 
The bomber struck the six ·surviving children. 
convoy near a crowded Although nothing 
market in the Bati Kot dis- remains of the incinerated 
trict, where people were infant, prosecutors said they 
trading sheep, cows, goats based the murder charge on 
and other animals, · said interviews with Fritzl's 
Ghafoor Khan, · the daughter. They did not 
spokesman for the provin- release details on the baby's 
cial police chief. fatal ilhiess. 
Lt. Cmdr. Walter The retired electrician is 
Matthews, a U.S. m,ilitary expected to go on tr;ial in 
spokesman, said at least 20 . March 2009, court 
civilians and a U.S. soldier spokesman Franz Cutka 
were killed. The soldier's· said. 
death brings the number of If convicted of the mur-
U.S. troops killed in der charge, Fritzl would face 
Afghanistan to at least 148, life imprisonment. Austria, 
the highest number of troop like other European coun- . 
deaths per year since the tries, has no death penalty. 
U.S.-led invasion in 2001. 
There were Ill U.S. mili-
tary deaths in Afghanistan 
in the whole of 2007. 
An Associated Press 
photographer said that an 
American military vehicle, 
two civilian vehicles and 
two rickshaws· were 
destroyed in Thursday's 
blast. 
Taliban militants regular-
ly use suicide attackers and 
car bombs in their assaults 
against U.S., . Afghan and 
other foreign troops in the 
country. 
More than 5,400 people, 
of whom nearly 1,000 civil-
ians, have died in insur-
gency related violence this 
year; according to a tally 
compiled by-the Associated 
Press· based on figures pro-
vided by Afghan and inter-
national officials. 
On Wednesday, a suicide 
bomber driving a tanker 
truck hauling oil detonated 
his explosives outside an 
Afghan government office 
during a provincial council 
meeting in the southern city · 
of Kandahar, killing six peo-
ple and wounded 42, offi-
cials said. 
The blast in the Taliban's 
former · stronghold came as 
the p_rovincial council was 
hearing constituent com-
plaints. Two members of 
the provincial council were 
wo.unded in the attack, said 
Kandahar'::; Gov. Rahmatul-
lah Raufi. 
The explosion ripped 
through the council office, 
flattened five nearby homes 
and damaged the offices of 
the country's intelligence 
service. It left a crater some 
15 feet into ·the ground. 
Raufi blamed Taliban 
militants for the attack. 
Man accused of imprisoning 
daughter charged with murder 
VIENNA, Austria - An 
Austrian man accused of 
imprisoning his daughter 
for 24 years and fathering 
her seven children has been 
charged with murder, prose-
cutors said Thursday, con-
tending one of the offspring 
who died in infancy might 
have survived if treated. 
Josef Fritzl1 73, also was 
charged with rape, incest, 
false imprisonment and 
slavery. said the state attor-
ney's office in St. Poelten, 
west of Vienna. 
Police say gunmen kidnapped 
Iranian diplomat, killed guard 
, PESHAWAR, Pakistan -
. Police say gunmen have kid-
napped an Iranian diplomat 




Mohammed Manzoor says 
the attack happened Thurs-
day morning in Peshawar, 
where an , American aid 
worker was shot dead by 
gunmen the day before. 
Manzoor says authorities 
don't know who the gun-
men were. Officials have 
. cordoned off the city's main 
roads and are trying to trace 
the kidnapped Iraµian. 
· U.S.-ally Pakistan has 
experienced a wave of vio-
lence in recent years. Its 
nor:thwest, where al-Qaida 
and Taliban militants have 
found hideouts, has b0rne 
the brunt. 
School in Haitian capital 
partially collapses, injuring 8 
. PORT-AU-PRINCE, 
Haiti - A school partially 
collapsed in the Haitian . 
capital on Wednesday, injur-
ing at least eight students 
and sparking'panic less than 
five days after a much larger 
school collapse killed more · 
than 90 people . 
Portions of a concrete 
ceiling at Grace Divine · 
school in Port-au-Prince 
came crashing down, th~ 
second-story floor buckled 
and a wall partially col-
lapsed while class was held 
at the small structure, 
tucked in a back alley. 
No one was trapped 
inside and there were no 
deaths. 
Seven students and an 
adult were treated for minor 
injuries, said U.N. peace-
keeping mission spokes-
woman Sop]µe Boutaud de 
la Combe. 
,As word of the collapse 
spread, crowds of anxious 
parents and onlookers 
descended along with 
ambulances and crews from 
the deadly Friday collapse 
of the College La Promesse 
in nearby •Petionville, 
including members of a U.S. 
search and rescue team 
from Fairfax County, Vir-
ginia. 
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"Our Rollins MBA experience 
gave us the tools to write a 
business plan and the ability to 
bounce our ideas off of 
professors, mentors, and local 
business leaders. Upon 
graduation we were immediately 
. ready to launch and operate 
Ex-cessories.com.'' 
Elizabeth Rothbeind '08MBA 
and Allison Wasserman '08MBA 
Entrepreneurs, Ex-cessorres.com 
The academic performance of Rollins MBA students iike Allison · 
and Elizabeth is exceeded only by their performances in the real 
business world-where it really cot!nts. 
. That is why the Rollins MBA is pleased to be ranked number 24 in 
the nation among graduate schools for entrepreneurial studies by 
Entrepreneur magazine and The Princeton· Review - from more than 
2,300 schools surveyed. 
Attend our upcoming information Sessi_on o~ November 20 and 
learn how the Rollins MBA is preparing students to build the 
economy of ce·ntral Florida, the nation and beyond. 
ROLLINS MBA 
CR:UMMER GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS 
Winter Park/Orlando, Florida • 800.866.2405 ~ www.crummer.ro1lins.edu 
Ranked #1 in Florida by Forbes and BusinessWeek 
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Students pack small th~ter 
FROM A 1 --- . 
tor of Development and Mm--
keting Shannon Lacek said 
For UCF students, the the-
ater provides a special chance 
to see live theater at a reduced 
rate. Students who present 
their IDs can receive a ticket 
at less than half its original 
cost. · 
'We have a Student Rush 
program where students can 
cornea half an hour before the 
show,_and if there's still seats 
available, we will sell fhem to 
students for ten dollars," 
Lacek said 
Judging by the Nov. 5 
eveniRg's · The .Glass 
Menagerie performance, 
many students were taking 
advantage of these reduced 
ticket prices. . 
The small 150-seat theater 
was filled to capacity as 
Williams' four-actor play was 
brought to life. Approximate-
ly one-third of those in atten-
_dance were students. 
· Many students were mere-
.ly there to enjoy live theater 
while others fulfilled class 
assignments. , 
"I'm taking a theater sur-
vey class, and this is one of the 
shows we have to watch," 
freshman computer science 
major Jeremy Mayeres said. 
"[Then I'M write] a produc-
tion critique." · 
Regardless cif · what 
brought them to the show, all 
had the chance to absorb. 
Williams' first theatrical suc-
cess and his most' autobio-
graphical play. 
As many of Williams' plays 
do, The Glass Menagerie cen-
tered around a dysfunctional 
family, which· contained an 
aging, disillusioned Southern 
belle. 
Set in Depression-·era St. 
OTHER SHOWS 
THE TRIAL OF EBENEZER SCROOGE 
By Mark Brown 
Dec. 3 - Dec. 28 
WITTENBERG 
By David Davalos 
Jan. 21- Feb. 15 
PLAYFEST! THE HARRlffi LAKE 
FESTIVAL OF NEW PLAYS 
Jan. 23 - Feb. 1 
MUCH ADO ABOUT NOTHING 
By William Shakespeare 
March 11 - April 25 
THE MERCHANT OF VENICE 
By William Shakespeare 
March 18- April 26 
IF YOU GIVE A MOOSE A MUFFIN 
Adapted by Bob Dolan 
Based on the book by Laura Numeroff 
Oct. 25 - Nov. 22 
· THEVELVETEENRABBIT 
Based on the book by Margery 
Williams 
January 17 - February 22 
Tickets can be purchase at the Orlando Shakespeare Theater web sit~ 
www.orlandoshakes.org, or'by calling the theater at 401-441-7700 
Louis, the play resembles ' Also, it is evidencea. in the 
Williams' childhood, Lee, a · overbearing manner in which 
UCF professor and the play's his' mother smothers her two 
director, said · fldult children. and happily 
The- narrator and main tries . to persuade her daugh-
character, Tom works in a ter's suitor. 
shoe warehouse; Tom's sister. · ' "The play has a lot of 
is handicapped, his father has humor in it," Lee said "I think 
abandoned the family, and his that it's important socially for 
repressed, faux-aristocratic us as humans to get into a 
mother is full ofbipolar emo- roomandexaminehumahity." 
tions. Based on audience reac-
These are all direct para!:.. tion, both the hunior and 
!els to, Williams' own life. deeper · examination of 
Also, the play's underlying humanity were thoroughly 
themes reflect on Williams' appreciated. Students and 
own dour, melancholy per- other attendees lauded the 
sonality. performance. 
These themes include fear "I thought it was really 
over one's economic futµre good," Mayeres said. "The 
· and fear over, a shy daughter actors were really amazing; I 
not getting married could feel the emotion from 
They also include guilt the acting ... it was a really 
over abandoning one's family, well-done production. 
emotional fragility due to a The theater is also running · 
"physical defect" .and desire If You Give a Moose a Muffin, 
to find meaning in life. which runs through Nov. 22. 
. But Lee also accentuates The Shakespeare The-
the play's hlllnor. This is seen ater's Christmas play, The 
through Tom's sarcastic ban- Trial of Ebenezer Scrooge, 
ter with hi$ mother. opens Dec. 3 . 
Collection begins Tuesday 
- FROM Al 
more than 100 different 
.countries. · 
Through the Christian 
relief organization, Samari-
tan's Pur~e, Operation 
Christmas Child has donat-
ed more than 61 million 
boxes smce 1993. 
The operation, headed-by 
Campus Crusade for Christ 
at UCF, is bringing students 
together in an effort to bring 
joy to those who have so lit-
tle. - . 
This similarity · is the 
spirit of altruism and it's 
bringing together ~ variety 
of , groups including: 
NORML, Campus 
Freethought Alliance, 
GLBSU and InterVarsity 
Christian Fellowship. , 
President of · Campus 
Freethought Alliance Max 
Jackson agrees that the 
operation is an investment . and then select an age 
worth while. range: 2-4, 5-9, or 10-14. Be 
Jackson said that it is an sure to give your box the 
investment in the happiness appropriate label. Labels . 
of children who could not can be found at www.samar-
have it otherwise. ·itanspurse.org 
He said that it takes very •Step 3 - Fill box with 
little time and_ money_ but __ various. gifts. Gift sugges-
the gifts bring happiness to tions can also be fbund on 
the children who otherwise the Samaritan's Purse Web 
would experience very little site .. 
of the joy.of chl).dhood. Personalizing the boxes 
Campus Crusade arid is also an option if you'd like 
other volunteers will be col- to include a letter and/or 
lecting shoeboxes next picture, providi,ng the recip-
Tuesday from 7:30 p.m. till ient of your gift with an 
midnight in the Pegasus opportunity to write to you. 
ballroom. •Step 4 - Include $7 
Many students are look- donation to help cover ship-
ing forward to taking part in P,ing and other expenses. , 
the event. •Step 5 - Place a rubber 
.Here's how you can par- band around · the closed 
ticipate: - shoebox and drop off at 
•Stepl - Find an empty, Pegasus ballroom. 
standard size shoe box. . Boxes' can be wrapped 
•Step 2 - Decide if your (lid separately), but it is not 






Social networking sites' 
_Facebook and MySpace 
Music have both imple-
- mented new designs and Both Facebook and MySpace are creating 
new features int~nded to new designs and feaJures to attract users. 
attract more users and 
·. increase advertising rev- users .have demanded that the · 
enue, drawing mixed original design be reinstated 
responses from users. "It's tempting to say that we 
Since their inceptions, should just support both designs, 
Facebook and MySpace but this isn't as simple as it 
have competed to be .the sounds;'Zuckerbergwroteonhis 
largest online community. blog. "Supporting two versions is 
Facebook was the first to a huge amount of work for our 
receive a makeover, a new small team, and it would mean 
design unveiled to the public · that, going forward, we would 
in July. In a press release, have to build everything twice. If 
Facebook founder and CEO we did that, then neither version 
Mark Zuckerberg said the would get our full attention'' 
new design was meant to While Facebook has focused 
place an emphasis on what on rebuilding its organizational 
users found most important. structure, MySpace designers 
Previously, Facebook opted to enhance the site's music 
displayed user information capabilities. · 
on one page with applica- . ~ecord labels EMI, Sony 
tions - Web programs that · BMG, Universal Music and-
enhance the user's experi- Warner Music Group have ·all 
ence - located to the left. signed with. MySpace to have 
Now the Web site features their music distributed as 
four tabs which rp.odify the streaming content. 
visible information, allow- - Users are also-given an oppor-
ing users to create addition- tunity to purchase music in MP3 
al tabs to show customized .format, which is compatible with 
information. · any media player, through Ama-
"Currently, I find the zoo.com links. Artists without 
front page ofFacebook use- representation on Amazon.com 
ful," said Jackie f nnenez, the are still able to use Snocap to dis-
marketing director for the tribute their music if it is not 
Office of Student Involve- available on Amazon. 
ment at UCF. ''.As with any- "I think it's great if they heard 
thing, change takes time,_ so of somebody," said· Sarahanne 
I had to get used to the dif- Gecan, the director of concerts 
ferent functionality." for the Campus Activities Board 
While some people have "If [people] don't really know 
. accepted the new design, who [the bands] are, they can log 
others have criticized it as in and click through their CDs 
too complicated and get to know their music." 
The new MySpace layout fea-
tures increased ·advertising and 
"featured" artists from the four 
labels. A key feature of the 
redesign is the ability to build 
. streaming playlists that remain 
unobtrusive to the overall Web 
browsing experience. 
MySpace officials said that 
the revamped music section has 
been well-received 
· Seth Duffala. the manager of 
Park Avenue CDs at the Student 
Union and a ' MySpace user, 
expects the changes to MySpa\e 
to impact independent record 
stores. 
"Online music sales have 
beep affecting independent 
stores for years," Duffala said. 
"Most independent stores have 
closed down." 
His store has started carrying 
other merchandise such as mag-
azines and accessories to com-
pensate for the decrease in CD 
sales. Independent stores also 
receive- exclusive items from 
record companies as a bonus for 
purchasing CDs. 
MySpace started as a means for 
independent music artists to build 
connections in the industry; while 
Facebook fucused on bringing col-
lege students together in a social 
setting. Since then, both social net-
working sites have expanded 
exponentially to include as many 
people as possible, including resi-
dents of other countries. 
According to Compete Inc., a 
Web analysis company, Facebook 
received more than 40 million 
unique visitors each day in the 
past year, which is up from 25 
million the previous year, and 
MySpace received more than 58 
million unique visitors each day, 
· which is down from 70 million · 
1;11:e previous year. 
"I don't like it because it's 
harder to navigate, and it's 
hard to find information," 
Angela Hinck, a creative 
writing student at UCF, said 
of the redesign. "I do like 
how they separated the 
applications from the rest, 
and it's not as cluttered, but 
the tabs make it more com-
plicated than it was before." 
One bedroom Apl'froni S595 
Facebook users have 
formed more than 500 
social groups to protest the 
change1 and many of the 
401-878-81. OD 
Altamonte Manor • 407-889;.9200 
840 s Wymore Rd., Altamonte Springs, FL 32714 
Bagy University's SchQol of Law ill!<O.rlando, Florida, strives 
to educate la~ers wlio approach the practice of law in a 
J),l"Ofessionally responsible and compassionate manner. 
'TI-he diverse and disti!Jguished faculty open their minds as· 
well as their doors to you, challenging you to make a 
differen~e. &d with opportunities for real-wor~d legal 
practice and hands-on exp,erience, you gain a,:i experiential 
ectge as you continualiy hone your legal skills . 
. Whether :rou choose Barry Law's p~t-time 
evening or full-time day program, you 
are tauglit by the same faculty and are 
exposed to the s~me opportunities . 
DWAYNE 0. ANDREAS 
SCHOOL OF LAW 
6441 E. Cotonial Drive 
Orlando, Florida 32807 
www.b~rry.edu/law 
















Piece-s use diverse mediums 
FROM A1 
for scholarships provided by 
the Student Government 
Association. 
"[The artists] submit in 
hopes of getting their ait out 
there and, perhaps, winning 
some scholarships,'' Eckstein 
.said. "The scholarships are 
,greater [in monetary value] 
:than they have ever been." 
The increase in the schol-
•arships' total monetary value 
was double that of the previ-
,ous semester's. Five scholar-
,5hips in all were awarded. 
~irst place received $1000, 
second place $750, third place 
$500, and the two honorable 
.mentions received $125.. · 
• Lindy Cook took first place 
with her six-panel etched 
piece Anna, Donna, Stella, 
Kate, Elsa, Nicole. Each panel 
contained a skeleton etched 
with smooth, black lines. 
The differentiating charac-
teristic between panels was 
the brightly colored dresses 
hat each skeleton wore. 
'T}lese garments gave striking 
·color to the black-lined ~kele-
.tons. 
Brian Dionisi earned sec-
.and place with his copper 
-plate etching This is the 
'Angel The piece was created 
as a tribute to the mystic reli-
,gions in eastern and western 
,cultures. 
, Kyle Leavitt rounded out 
'the top three with Untitled: 
2nd Heavy Body. Its medium 
was acrylic on canvas, and it 
. depicted an indistinct human 











• GAGE YOUNG / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Students admired the works that were displayed on the second floor of the Student 
Union. The Student Art Show, an annual event, awarded prizes to the best works. 
The honorable mentions 
went to Phong Phan's Float 
Market and Claire Melli's 
1863. 
The winners were selected 
prior to the show by local 
artist and curator Andrew 
White. 
About 70 people attended 
the exhibit's opening, and 
they were thrilled by the stu-
dents' work and the venue 
where it was exhibited.· 
"I have always wanted to 
see some of the. work that 
UCF students have done 
around here, and now it's real-
-ly nice to actually see it," said 
Max Clausen, a sophomore 
majoring in digital media. "I 
think that [the exhibit] is real-
ly cool because it gets a lot 
people into the (student) art." 
About 90 percent of the 
artists whose work was dis-
played also attended the 
opening. They thank the Stu-







ting together the opportunity 
to have their work displayed 
and vie for scholarships. 
"This is a great opportuni-
ty for us [as artists] to exhibit 
our work," junior art major 
an~ contributing artist Jon 
Didier said. "This [exhibit] 
alone is a resume opportunity· 
- I can put this.down.'.' 
Even after the event ended, 
students still remained 
milling around the different 
pieces. And many students 
who had not been at the open-
ing came by simply because 
they happened to be in the 
building. They too expressed 
their admiration for the art-
work. 
"I didn't come here for the 
artwork, and I am spending 
time looking at it, and it's 
· affecting me positively" said 
Leah Carolan, a junior theater 
. studies major. "I think that it 
really shows the vast scale of 
talent that's here (at UCF)." 
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Holiday films to be shown 
°FROM A1 
The increased traffic flow 
to that side of the campus will 
help those· retail businesses 
struggling as people looking 
for relief from skating go out 
for a bite to eat or to shop. · 
The ice rink is the area's 
only public ice rink. ;I-loliday 
G. For more Lights photos, go to: 
www.UCFNews.com 
until closing time. 
The Arena will also host a 
numper of performances this 
holiday season including a per-
formance by Sarah Brightman 
tonight. Upcoming perform-
ances include the Trans Siber-
an Orchestra on Saturday, the 
Comedy with a Purpose Com-
edy Tour Nov. 20, Avenged 
Sevenfold on Dec. 3, Carrie 
Underwood on Dec. 13, and 
Crystal Gale with B.J. Thomas 
on Dec. 18. Separate concert 
· music mixed with Top 40 
favorites by~ DJ Rinkmaster 
will play in the background. 
Occasional breaks will be 
taken from skating for games 
such as limbo and red light on 
the ice. Themed nights such as 
Disco night, Oldies· night and 
'80s night, are also planned. 
"I like the [ice skating 
rink]," English education 
major, Alanna Weisbrodt said 
"It's empty right now so you 
don't have to worry about 
crashing into someone. It's 
pretty small, but given the 
space, it's pretty nice. I mean, 
how many outdoor ice rinks 
are there in Florida?'' 
· tickets are required for entry to 
these concerts and can be pur-:-
chased on Ticket:master or at 
www.ucfareanacoIIL 
Open skating will rhn the 
full hours of operation from 
11:30 a.m. to 11:30 p.m. Sunday · 
through Thursday and from 
11:30 am. to 12:30 a.m. Fridays 
and Saturdays. Student organi-
zations and community 
groups have the option of · 
reserving the rink before or 
after hours. 
"I live in Towers, so I see 
what's happening, and if I like 
it, I go:' general business major 
Kelly Braunegg said "I saw the 
rink being built and wanted to 
try it. I haven't fallen but that's · 
only because fve been holding 
onto the wall so I don't. It's still 
fun though, trying to keep up 
with everyone else." 
Along tlie perimeter of the 
85-foot-by-65-foot ice skating 
rink are themed cart venders 
selling food items from restau-
rants in the UCF Arena, along 
with holiday favorites such as 
warm cider, hot chocolate, 
caramel coat~d apples and 
, peppermint cookies. 
In addition to the ice, much 
of the. 80,000-square feet of 
retail · and restaurant space 
will light up with brightly col-
ored synchronized lights that 
pulse and strobe in synchro-
nization to an approximate,. 
six-minute music "smart-lite" 
program, beginning at 6:30 
p.m. each night and continu-
ing on the hour, every hour 
The men's and women's 
basketball teams will also 
host games durix,l.g the 50 
nights while the Marching 
Knights, local musicians and 
high school bands and choirs 
perform concerts at the Com-
munity Pavilion beside the ice 
rink. 
Holiday films such as How 
the Grinch Stole Christmas 
playing tonight at 7 p.m., will 
be shown outdoors on speci-
fied dates at either 7 p.IIL or, 
9:30 p.m. Upcoming shows 
include Miracle on 34th Street, 
Babes in Toyland, The Polar 
Express, Elf arid Natiorwl. Lam-
poon's Christmas Vacation. 
The movies will be shown in a 
manner similar to that of the 
Arena's Movies on the Plaza 
events. 
Peluso expects to attract at 
least the 3,000 community res-
idents- who attended summer 
movie events-back for the hol-
idays. 
,,Light Up UCF has the 
potential to become an annuru 
tradition depending on the 
tum out, according to Arena 
management officials. 
Ti~ts for ice skating can 
be purchased at the UCF 
Arena Box Office or in 
advance at 
wwwJightupuc£coIIL A com-
plete · listing of .operating 
hours, costs and events is also 
available at the aforemen-
tioned Web address. To 
reserve the ice-rink outside of 
standard operating hours con-
tact Stan Macko at 407-823-
6062. Parking is free for all 
events. 
LIGHT UP UCF EVENTS 
CONTINUED FROM A 1 
11/21. -Thanksgiving Food Drive 
Oviedo Night 
(Residents receive $2 off skating) 
Movie Nights: It's A Wonderful Life 
11/23 -Thanksgiving Food Drive 
·11/24- Guitar Hero Tournament 
Metro PCS Monday 
Receive $2 off skating with voucher from 
Metro PC,S 
11/25 -Winter Springs Night 
(Residents receive $2 off skating) 
WHTQ Two-for-Tuesdays 
Movie Nights: A Christmas Story 
11 /27- Orlando Night · · 
(Residents receive $2 off skating) 
Thanksgiving (Special Holiday Hours) 
11/28 - 80's Night 
UCF Alumni Night . · 
Movie Nights: Elf 
11/29- UCF Football vs. UAB (Special Houcl) 
12/1- Metro PCS Monday 
12/2-College Night 
(College students receive $2 off skating 
with valid College ID) 
12/3 - Hospitality Professional Night 
Avenged Sevenfold - Live 
12/4- UCF Marching Band - Live 
12/5 - Scout Night 
Boy Scout Sleepover 
Sanford Night 
(Residents receive $2 off skating) 
12/6 - Movie Nights: Miracle on 34th Street 
(Get $2 off skating with an unwrapped toy 
donation until 12/21) 
12/7 -WMMO Acoustic-Sunday 
Youth Group Day . , 
12/1 O - Family 4 Pack Night· 
(Get four tickets for just $28) 
Movie Nights: National lampoon's 
·Christmas Vacation 
12/12 - Disco Night 
Winter Park Night · 
(Residents receive $2 off skating) 
Movie Nights: The Muppet Christmas Carol 
12/13 - K92 Country Night 
Carrie Underwood - Live 
· 12111 - Family 4 Pack Night 
(Get four tickets for just $28) 
12/18 - Oldies Night 
Crystal Gayle & BJ. Thomas"A.Crystal 
Christmas'' - Live* · 
12/19 - Lake Mary Night 
(Residents receive $2 off skating) · 
Movie Nights: The Santa Clause_2 
12/20- Magic 107.7 Family Night 
Movie Nights: Home Alone 2., Lost In New 
York 
12/21 -Toys for Tots -Toy Drive Ends 
12/22 - First Night of Hanukkah 
Metro PCS Monday 
Receive $2 off skating with voucher from 
MetroPCS . 
Movie Nights:Jin~leal/the Way 
'12(23 - Movie Nights: The Polar Express 
12/25 -Christmas Day (Special Holiday 
Hours) 
Receive $2 off skating with voucher from 
Metro PCS · 
12/26 - 60's Night 
CAlnlN BUSH; CENTRAL FLORIDA FURJRE 12/28 - Movie Nights: Babes in foyland 
UCF students test their ice skating skills on the 85-foot-by-65-foot outdoor ice skating rink in 
front of the arena. The rink and other holiday festivities will be open for SO days and nights. 1/2 - Closing Knight 
Donate Plasma! 




Find out how thousands of people save lives and earn extra CA$H by donating plasma 
regularly. Plasma is used to make manufacture injectable products for people, including 
children, with serious illneses. 
DCI Biologicals 1900 Alafaya Trail Suite 500 Orlando 321-235-9100 
* $10 Special-New and Return (not donated in the Jast 6 months) 



























The last time the UCF 
Football team traveled to 
Marshall; it was Oct. 4, ioo6 
and actor Matthew 
McConaughey was roaming 
the sidelines for the Thun-
dering Herd, filming a part in 
his movie We Are Marshall. 
UCF head coach George 
O'Leary remembers· the con-
test well. It was a game in 
which he benched starting 
quarterback Steven Moffett 
in the first half and kicker 
Michael Torres kicked a 22-
yard field goal to win the 
game with 6.7 seconds left. 
"Last time when we were 
i1.p there, it was another 
homecoming deal," O'Leary 
said Tuesday. 'We are look-
ing forward to going up there 
again. 
RAYMA JENKINS/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
A big weapon for the Knights against Marshall on Saturday could be_their running game. True freshman running back Brynn. Harvey,34, has averaged 4.1 yards per carry in his previous_3 games. 
"I am trying to think of 
the guy from [the movie] We 
Are Marshall. He was out 
there and all that too. It was 
pretty;" O'Leary said joking-
ly" . 
UCF starter at 
running back 




The UCF Football team will 
be able to witness some Home-
coming celebrations for the sec-
ond consecutive week when it 
plays Marshall in Huntington, 
WYa., although the festivities 
are likely to be less welcoming 
than last week's. 
Saturday marks the Thun-
dering Herd's HomeFoming 
game and a chance for them to 
enact some retribution for 
2007's contest. 
Last season, the Knights 
throttled Marshall 47-13 in 
UCF's first on-campus Home-
coming game, out both are dif-
ferent teams now. 
Marshall had one conference 
victory coming into Orlando, 
and the Knights were sitting in 
second place in the Conference 
USA East division. 
· Now the roles are reversed, 
with 'the Herd sitting behind . 
East Carolina in the division 
and the Knights looking to 
DC r 
GREGORYTERRITO / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
UCF returner Joe Burnett, the teani's most dangerous threat, has been neutralized the past few games. 
escape from the bottom of the needs to use more ofits ingredi-
standings. ents and have more of its run-
Here are the storylines to ning backs come in and see 
Saturday's game: some valuable playing time. 
"(Latavius) Murray played, 
On the menu but he should play more," 
To say the Knights have had O'Leary said. O'Leary also said 
trouble moving the ball would . that Brandon Davis was sup-
be an understatement, but UCF posed to play against Southern 
head coach George O'Leary Miss, but that a foot injury kept 
said messing with the playbook him off the field. 
would just compound the prob... During UCF's first four 
lem. games, at .least three different 
"You're better off executing running backs got carries in 
· what you're doing and then each game. But only twic~ in the 
tweak that each week," O'Leary past five contests has m9re than 
said. " ... You keep the same one back seen the ball, and only 
menu." • twice has . any back rushed for 
O'Leary said -the offense more than 34 yards. 
UCF 
Saturday, 4:30 p.m. j Huntington, W.Va. .. 
"You can't play four . guys," 
O'Leary said. " ... But I'd like to 
seem them more out there" 
It would appear as though 
UCF has settled on a main dish 
with true freshman Rob Cal-
abrese at quarterback. 
Although Calabrese missed 
plenty of throws ~d made mis-
takes, O'Leary said that he was 
throwing to the right guys and 
he just needs to work on fixing 
his mistakes. 
Kicking away 
Recently, opposing teams 
have taken the Knights' most 
lethal_ weapon, cornerback and 
- return specialist Joe Burnett, 
out of the game. 
Burnett was able to return 
four punts against East Caroli-
na, but he was kicked away from 
in UCF's losses to Tulsa and _ 
Southern Miss, registering zero 
punt returns. 
· Now O'Leary must find a 
way to get his most · effective 
PLEASE SEE HERD ON AB 
What hasn't been pretty is 
the play of the Knights' 
offense this season, which 
should be tested again in 
their matchup with Marshall 
(4-5 overall, 3-2 in C-USA) on 
Saturday. UCE comes into 
the contest with a 15.7 scor-
ing average, which ranks 
116th out of 119 teams in the 
Football Bowl · Subdivision, 
and an average of 234 yards 
of total ·offense per game, 
which ranks dead last . 
UCF running back Ronnie 
Weaver thinks the problem 
for' the offense is just one 
simple word: finishing. 
"The main point is finish-
ing," Weaver said. "Just mak-
ing sure we ate all finishing 
through our blocks and to 
the ball. The key word would 
be finishing." · 
UCF's offense isn't the 
only side of the ball that will 
be tested in this weekend's 
contest. The defense will be 
going up against an offense 
that averages 336.3 yards per 
game and has a very good 
player at running back in 
Darius Marshall. 
"He is a very quick kid 
and he knows how to hit the 
holes," UCF defensive line-
man Torrell Troup said of 
the running back. "He will · 
niake that first person miss, 
. PLEASE SEE GEATHERS ON AB 
Kriights move on to semifinals of C-USA tourney 
ALLEN LEVIN 
Staff Writer 
With the UCF Men's Soccer 
team losing five out of its last 
_ six games, things were not look-
ing too good for the Knights 
heading into the · Conference 
USA tournament. But the 
Knights picked the right time to 
end their losing slump in the 
quarterfinals of the tournament 
at Wescott Field in Dallas. 
The sixth-seeded ·Knights (7-
10-1 overall, 3-4-1 C.-USA) 
downed the third-seeded Mem-
phis Tigers (6-11-2 overall, 3-4-1 
C-USA) 1-0 on Wednesday. The 
goal was scored by freshman 
Kyle McEntee just 88 seconds 
into the game, but that was all 
UCF would need to upset its 
conference foes. It was McEn-
tee's third goal of the season, 
giving him s_ix total points. It 
was ·also his ninth shot on goal. 
NEWS TO NOTE 
FINALLY 
For the first time since joining Conference 
USA in 2005, the Knights won a game in 
the C-USA Championship. 
ATOUGHTEST 
Next up for UCF will be Kentucky, a team 
the Knights have beaten just once and are 
1-4-1 againstalltime. 
Before Wednesday's win, the 
Knights were riding a six-game 
winless skid. In their most 
recent game before the tourna-
ment, the Knights used a 1-1 tie 
against .the University of South 
Carolina to earn a tie for third 
place in Conference USA. The 
tie was their fi!st non-losing 
effort in five games. UCF's last 
win was against UAB on Oct. 11. 
All in all, the Knights were 
_ ANDY JACOBSOHN/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
UCF freshrlan forward Kyle McEntee scored the deciding goal in tlle Knights' Conference USA 
quarterfinal match against the Memphis Tigers just 88 seconds into the game. 
simply not ready to let their 
season end. In addition to 
McEntee's strong play, much 
credit has to be given to the 
defense and the stel~ar goal-
tending play of sophomore 
Sean Johnson. Johnson grabbed 
five saves in the game for UCF, 
. which gave him 101 on the sea-
son. The victory was also John-
son's fifth shutout of the 2008 
campaign and earned the 
Knights a spot in the semifinals. 
"I am proud of everyone's 
effort today, from one through 
, 20," UCF h~ad coach Bryan 
Cunningham said in a press 
release. "The guys off the bench 
gave us a tremendous lift. We 
were able to scrap and get a 
goal early, and held on for a win 
against a very good Memphis 
team . 
"The back four led by our 
seniors, Bryan Collier and Ryan 
Roushandel, and Sean in goal 
provided great leadership to 
lead us into the semis." 
With UCF's offense anemic 
in its past six games - two 
goals in t'.hat span - the team 
needed a boost on offense. The 
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Herd pass more to Passmore Geathers steps up for Knights 
FROM A7 · 
scorer in the game. 
"In the punt game, they 
~re just kicklng it out of 
bounds or down the side-
line," O'Leary said." " ... -I think 
he just has to be patient, but 
when he has an opportunity, 
we have to make hay with it." 
O'Leary said some of the 
responsibility falls on the 
offense, because opponents 
are not as cbncerned with 
where the UCF · offense 
starts, because it stalls so 
often. 
A tough Slate 
Although the Marshall 
offense still boasts tight end 
Cody Slate and wide receiver 
Darius Passmore, it is still 
ranked 82nd in the country 
with nearly 337 yards per 
game. 
Most of that trouble is 
·because the Herd have the 
·same offensive weak point as 
the Knights: quarterback. 
Redshirt freshman Mark 
, • M-F Noon-3pm 
60CWINGS 
ALL ,DAY . 
Cann has started every game 
for Marshall, and he has been 
up· and down. He has been 
very good - 16-of-25 for 228 
and two touchdowns against 
Southern Miss - and he has 
been awful - i7-of-36 for 178 
and a touchdown and three 
interceptions against Cincin-
nati. 
NEWS TO NOTE 
NOT KING OFTHE ROAD 
UCF has lost its past five road games 
dating back to last season. It's UCF's 
longest streak since 2004. 
WSING GROUND 
Led by the likes of Lawrence Young and 
Torrell Troup, UCF ranks second in the 
country in tackles for a loss. 
To counter that and add 
some variety into its offense, 
Marshall has taken to lining . 
up Passmore behind center 
in the shotgun to take direct Herd, noting that a key for 
snaps. the Knights will be allowing 
The Herd have lined up in the defense to rest· and not 
their "racehorse" formation be on the field all game. 
irt each of the past two 
games, although O'Leary said Final words 
it is not something that will · All that's left for the 
-be unusual to his team. Knights is the role of playing 
O'Leary said it is similar spoiler, and a victory Sa~-
to what Tulsa did with one of day would go a long way to 
their wide receivers. He was ending Marshall's hopes of a 
more concerned with what bowl berth. 
the passing game presented. The Knights will also 
. "They threaten you verti- have a shot to end an auspi-
cally and horizontally as far , cious trend. 
as the passing game is con.a Since entering C-USA i'n 
cemed," O'Leary said of the 2005, UCF has never lost 
consecutive games within 
the East Division. Now· the 
Knights are on the verge of 
· losing three consecutive. 
It all kicks off Saturday at 
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FROM A7 
and he isn't scared to cut it · 
back because he has great 
blockers. He pretty much 
can do whatever he wants to 
because his [offensive line] · 
has his back." 
Marshall has rushed for 
741 yards on the season, but 
he isn't the only tailback that 
could see time on the field 
for the Thundering Herd. 
Chubb Small is another elu-
sive, fast back that will see a 
couple of snaJ)6 against the 
Knights' defense. 
At quarterback, the Thun-
tlering Herd are led by Mark 
Cann. He has some danger-
ous ·options to throw the ball 
to in Darius Passmore and 
_Cody Slate, who have com-
bined for 1,222 yards and 11 of 
the team's 12 receiving 
tom;hdowns. 
Passmore has even been 
seen lined up in the shotgun 
position as a quarterback, in 
which he has rushed for 186 
yards on 18 carries out of the 
what Marshall calls its "race-
horse" formation -
The Knights' pass rm~h 
against Cann should be 
interesting to watch Satur-
day, especially with the play 
SARAH ROGERS / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
True freshman, quarterback Rob Calabrese will get another sta!1 for the _Knigh~ on 
Saturday versus Marshall. He has thrown 4 touchdowns and 5 mtercept1ons this year. 
of Jarvis Ge~hers. The jun- twice. o:Leary still sees 
ior college transfer has room for rmprovement, and 
recorded 3.5 sacks in his · unless he sustains an injury, 
past two games · and has he- said Calabrese. should 
impressed not only his remain the man behind cen-
coaches, but also his team- ter for the Knights. 
mates. . ''I think he is the guy that 
"He has been big for us," has to be the qu~erback 
Troup said of Geathers. "He from the standpomt from 
has made some great plays the whole pack~ge ~d 
that I can't see anyone else that's what we will see m 
making on our defensive the next three games," 
line. He has been able to OtLeary said. "I think 
speed _ rush some tackles Micha~l is there an~ ~e wip. 
and get some good pressure get his opportunities if 
on the quarterback, and that needed, but Rob just needs 
has helped us all out. to see more and stop press-
"We have a little joke that ing." 
we all are fighting for tack- Regardless of how the 
les because Jarvis is so fast · Knights do it, O'Leary 
that we have to get there knows his team needs to 
before he does." sho~ ,up on the offensive 
Despite his inconsistent side of the ball and keep 
play in the past couple of their defense off the field. , 
games, Rob Calabrese will "Our defense is going to 
be the starter for the have their work cut out for 
Knights at quarterback this us [this weekend]," O'Leary 
weekend. Last week against said. "We just can't put our 
Southern Miss, the fresh- defense out there all day 
man quarterback threw for again. Our offense has to 
141 yards and a touchdown, control possession time and 
but also was picked of~ just move the chains." 
Wildcats. are next up_ 
FROM A7 Memphis tried to stage a 
late game rally, but fell 
Knights made sure to start short. In the 84th minute of 
firing shots early in the regulation, the Tigers got a 
game when freshman penalty kick attempt, but it 
Kev~n George took a shot was misfired by Michael 
· that was blocked away by Coburn. Just a minute later, 
Memphis goalkeepe_r Memphis' Jordan Lynn fired 
Michael Goodlett, only to ·a shot that was headed 
be rebounded in by McEn- towards the goal, but John-
tee. son made a diving grab to 
., "We talked about it from preserve the lead. ' · 
the time we woke up this In addit ion to Johnson's 
morning that we wanted to · solid game, George led the 
start fast," Cunningham said Kriights w ith four shots and 
in a press release. "It was an assist. 
great to get the early goal to Now the · Knights will 
take prew;ure off our young face a tougher test as they 
team." meet the second-seeded 
The game saw six fresh- Kentucky Wildcats on Fri-
men start and 10 total fresh- day. 
men play in their first Con- It will be the second time 
ference USA tournament the teams have met 1;his 
game. It ended up being a year, with . the first won 
special one, as it was UCF's resulting in a 2-1 Wildcat 
first win in the conference ~ in Lexington, Ky. 
tournament since joining C- TlieKnights and the 
USA Wildcats will start their 
Like in most recent semifinal match Friday at 6 
games, it was a nail-biter. p.m. in Dallas. 
lnau Jr I Inter ationa reakfast 
Student Union, Pegasus Ballroom 
8:30 a.m. to 10:30 a.m. 
T, s e f he Wor d 
College of Education: Open Forum 
Opening Our Eyes t e 'or/d-
Education Building, Kysilka Lounge, 1st Floor 
10:00 a.m . to 3:00 p.m. 
Burnett Honors College 
12:00 p.m. to 2:30 p.m. 
ED D 
• a air 
.Student Union, Pegasus Ballroom 
10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m . 
. \ 
F ID 
ISA lnternatio a 
Student Union, Pegasus Ballroom-
10:0 0 a.m. to 4:0 0 p.m. 
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Graffiti or art in the bathroom? 
STEFANIE KUNCMAN 
. Contributing Writer 
The only moment of silence for most of people · 
throughout an eventful day or a rowdy night 
on the town is time spent alone in a bath-
room stall. 
Quotes, colorful band stickers and 
angry or vulgar me'-ssages fill .. 
the walls of most bars in the 
Orlando area. 
This bathroom graffiti is 
sometimes considered artis-
tic , and informative, but 
regardless of how edgy or 
groundbreaking the doodles 
are, they are always considered 
vandalism, and a hassle to busi-
ness owners, employees and jan-
itors. 
'Merall what's freedom with-
out expression?" said Mark Ferem, 
freelance writer and photographer ; _ 
for 50mm Los Angeles. ·~d bath-
room graf celebrates that free-
dom, the anonymous artists and 
authors, who found it in them- · 
selves to spew, regurgitate, and 
heave the slings and arrows of 
civilized conditioning." 
According to Paul Mahoney, the general manag-
er of Underground Bluz in the UC7 Shopping 
Plaza, anybody caught writing on the bathroom 
walls will be kicked out immediately and 
banned for life. · 
'.'Bathroom graffiti is an art form to 
an extent, but not in a business," 
Mahoney said. 
• Underground Bluz can't do 
to much to preve~t custom.ers 
from defacing the property 
and people find ways by sne~-
ing in markers or stickers, 
Mahoney said: 
John Kahlil, an owner of the 
Knight Library in the same plaza, 
said, they have been fairly lucky 
and haven't had too much dam-
age. 
''We had one bartender paint a 
gold and black mural in the ·bath-
room so it's hard to graffiti over it," 
Kahlil said 
This isn't so with Lazy Moon 
Pizza, located among all of the 
college bars . 




: tour kickoff 
.' show,fans 
· wait 9 hours:. 
BECKY JACKSON 
Contributing Writer 
For the first time in two years, The All-Ameri-
can Rejects ktcked · off a new tour in a, two night 
performance at The Social. ~ 
''We just kinda needed to get back into the 
swing of things," said guitarist Mike Kennerty. 
"We've always loved small clubs so we're excited 
to do it again." 
The multi-platinum-selling artists to grace the 
stage in the city beautiful, Thursday for the begin-
ning of a two-month tour geared towards playing 
in small venues. ' · · 
Fans arrived.nine hours before doors opened to 
wait in line to see the A.AR. One fan flew in from 
New York to see the show. ''.I've flown everywhere 
to see this band," Debbie Rasmussen said. ' 
Once the doors opened, fans quickly scurried h1 . 
to get the best spot. The Social pa~ked instantlx 
with 20-some-
things and teens 
with either mom or 
dad at their side. 
The floor quick- · 
ly became a sea of 
girls with pink hair . 
and guys in tighter-
than-tight jeans. 
Fellow , Okla-
homa natives, the 
City Lives, took the 
· stage around 8:30 
p.m. Despite the 
band's best efforts, 
their in die-pop 
rock tunes iust 
couldn't get the 
crowd to move 
their feet. 
Shortly after, 
RAMI ROnEWIU / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
At the kickoff show to the All American : 
punk rock four-
some Jet Lag Gemi-
ni pfayed an ener-
getic set filled with 
guitar solos and 
songs to clap along to. 
Rejects first tour in two years, fans enjoy 
the first of two ni9hts at.the Soda I. 
The band also offered their humanitarian 
efforts by auctioning off a guitar to help benefit 
Invisible Children, a charity for children involveq 
in the war in Northern Uganda. The crowd 
showed their appreciation by dancing along, but it 
' was clear who they were anxious to see. ' : 
AAR began as Tyson Ritter, Nick Wheeler witli 
Mike Kennerty and Chris Gaylor joining the band 
in2002. . 
The four friends from Stillwater, Okla., soon 
became a household name with the success of 
their self-titled debut· album The All-American 
Rejects in 2003. : 
The band's sophomore album, Move Along i:lj. 
2005, pumped out three hit songs and reache<;! 
double-platit).um success. 
Afterwards, the band decided to go ·on a two~ 
year hiatus. Now, AAR are back in the music scene 
and ready to release a new album. 
"We're the All-American Rejects 'here to mess 
your ears up for the next hour," shouted front mari. 
and bassist Tyson Ritter, "Can ya dig it?" 
The show began with "One More Sad Song:: 
This sent the crowd into a frenzy that would last 
throughout the entire set. The kids picked up theit 
feet and sang along to their favorite songs lik~ . 
"Paper Heart," "Dirty Little Secret," and a:q. 
acoustic version of "It Ends TQnight.'' 
· Jennifer Zinn, a long-time fan, felt a strong con~ 
nection to the band's first single "Swing, Swing." : 
"It reminds me of growing up because the 
songs bring back good memories qf my friends,''. 
Zinn said. . . , 
AAR is releasing their third album, When The 
World Comes Down, on Dec. 16. ; 
Thursday night was the first time the band 
played any of the songs from the new album live. 
The first and current sing_le, "Gives You Hell,''. 
received praise from the crowd as they sang anq 
danced right along with Ritter. 
During "I Wanna Touch You," Ritter's rock staE 
persona shined bright. He gave an almost theatri: 
cal performance while ofte~ dropping to his knees 
and singing to girls at the front of the stage. The 
crowd interaction couldn't have been more pleas-
irig to fans. . 
After an hour of playing and more than a half-
dozen guitar changes, AAR brought their.incredi-
ble show to an end. The band played a flawless live 
. version of, "Move Along.'' . 
This helped prepare the passionate cr.owd for 
the explosive final song appropriately titled "Th~ 
I;,ast Song" when the lights went dim and just the 
light from disco ball circled around The Social. , 
"Tonight was the show I've been waiting for to 
start back my life in music," said Ritter, "Tomor.:. 










That's What She Says 
by Billie Hartl 
The upstairs neighbors having sex 
prompts relationship analysis. 
Punk and Politics 
by Molly Hays 
The Pink Spiders prove there is nq 
such thing as punk without politics. 
' 
ShamuRocks 
by Andrea Canterberry 
The Commodores perform for the 
Annual Aqua BaUgala and auction. 
Quick Rix 
by William Goss 
Movie reviews of Quantum of Solace 
and Happy-Go-Lucky opening today. 
Cultural Pop 
by Kris Kelly 
Wii and the distribution of wealth. 
·B&N Window Art 
by Ricky ly 
Homecoming window painting. 
What are you listening to? 
by Shahdai Richardson 
Do people dress according to music? 




QUANTUM OF SOLACE (PG-13) 
A devastating betrayal sends James Bond 
from Australia to Italy and South America 
on a mission of vengeance that pits the . 
suave super-spy against a powerful 
businessman with diabolical intentions. 
Betrayed by Vesper, 007 (Daniel Craig) 
suppresses the urge to make his latest 
mission personal as he teams with M 
(Judi Dench) to interrogate Mr. White 
(Jesper Christensenr. 
Directed by: Marc Forster · 
Starring: Daniel Craig, Olga Kurylenko, Mathieu 
Amalric, Judi Dench, Giancarlo Giannini 
Courtesy Why Not Productions 
:A CHRISTMAS TALE (NR) 
• The Vuillard's shared history of physical and 
:mental illness, estrangement, self harm, and 
;loss doesn't lead itself to the idea of a cheer-
;tul holiday season. But can a Christmastime 
•reunion, a scheme concocted by three of the 
:youngest family members, finally bring 
:peace their clan? 
: Directed by: Arnaud Desplechia 
:starring: Catherine Deneuve, Jean-Paul Rous--
•sillon, Anne Consigny, Mathieu Amalric, Melvil 
;Poupaud · 
:Quantum of Solace 
(PG·13) 9:40am 10:45am 11:15am 11:45am 12:15 
1:201:50 2:20 2:50 3:55 4:25 4:55 5:25 6:30 7:00 7:30 




,Madagascar: Escape 2 Africa . 
' (PG) 11:30am 12:0012:35 1:00 2:00 2:30 3:00 3:30 
4:00 4:30 5:00 5:30 6:00 6:35 7:10 7:40 8:05 8:35 9:00 
9:4010:1010:4511:0011:3012:20am 12:45am 
12:55am 
Open Captioned & Descriptive Audio Showtimes 
1:30 
: Role Models 
(R) 12:154:157:3510:0012:35am 
:SoulMen 
(R) 12:0512:552:55 5:20 7'25 8:10 10:55 
:Zack and Mitj Make a Pomo 
(R) 12:404:35 710 9:5512:40am 
;Oiangeling 
(R) 12:10 3:40 7:0510:15 
High School Musical 3:SeniorYear 
~ (G) 11:05am 1:354:20 6:559:5012:30am 
,Pride and Glory 
(PG· 13) 1215 4:05 7:1510:30 
· ,SawV 
(R) 12:45 3:35 7:50 10:25 12:50am 
'The Secret Life of Bees 
(PG-13) 12:40 3:45 6:459:2011:45 
Max Payne 
(PG-13) 1104:40 7:4510:20 
,Beverly HUis Chihuaha 
· (PG) 11:15am 1:40 4:10 6:50 9:30 12:15am 
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Local bands joined forces 
in support of Project: Darfur 
presents Operation Music at 
BackBooth, raising more than 
$1,000 in donations. 
"Project: Darfur It doesn't 
· have to mean genocide" read a 
banner on the stage. _ 
The event featured six local 
bands: Sterling Schrouder, 
The Whistie Shop, Yogurt 
Smoothness, Andy Ashmire; 
Awestruck and Last Human 
Alive. Also, besides the music, 
speakers from Project: Darfur 
and ACORN political' Action 
Committee spoke to promote 
peace in Darfur. . 
The event, which began at 
8:30 p.m. on Veteran's Day, 
brought in a good size crowd 
from across the Orlando area. 
BackBooth slowly filled up 
throughout the. night and 
included attendees from all 
walks of life. Whether people 
came to ·listen to the bands, · 
· support the cause, or have· a 
fun night out, everyone 
seemed to enjoy themselves, 
Admission was $5, and all 
proceeds will go to Project: 
Darfur as well as Harbor 
House, Orange County's Cen-
ter Against Dqmestic Vio-
-lence. 
Brian Stabile, drummer of 
Yogurt Smoothness said, 
"Operation. Music is a good 
·cause that brings everyone 
together." The·bands involved 
. are independent and chose to 
do the event for free, because 
they care about the cause, Sta-
bile said. -
"It's a great chance to bring• 
_a bunch of people together 
who like to listen to music and 
talk about some things going 
on locally and internationally, 
as well as helping out with a 
good cause," Dante Jolm Ter-
minello said. Terminello was 
one of the main organizers of 
the event. . . 
"It's all about the peace," 
said Mariel Olcoz, an activist 
and · member of local bands 
The Whistle Shop and Ster-
ling Schrouder. 
Darfur is the western . 
region of ~udan. According to 
thedarfurproject.otg, the crisis 
in Darfur is widely considered 
to be the worst humanitarian 
crisis of the 21st century, and 
the biggest and most complex 
humanitarian problem in the 
world. 
Project: Darfur is a non-
political organization whose 
mission is to provide immedi-
ate- relief to 'the people affect-
. ed by the conflict in Sudan 
through funding and support. ' 
Operation Music is a non-
profit organization that works 
closely with· Project: Darfur. 
Last .year, Operation Music 
raised $20,000, which was 
donated to build a woman's ,, 
shelter in Darfur. 
During the event, members 
of Operati6n Music also ' col-
lected donations and non-per-
ishable canned goods. 
"It is Awestruck's first time 
doing something li,ke this, and 
they are happy to be a part of 
something that will help oth-
ers," Awestruck promoter 
· Michael Martin said. ' 
Chelsea . Bude, a Darfur 
activist who frequently enjoys 
attending Darfur events, said 
everyone should get involved · 
because there is an obvious 
n_eed for help. _ 
'We need to give voices to 
people who don't have them,'' 
Buclesaid . 
Another firm b~liever in 
the Project: Darfur cause, 
Molly Willis -said events like 
this are a good place to meet· 
people who are interested in 
helping the Darfur crisis. 
'We need.· to get informa-
tion out there to 4elp people 
see the bigger picture/' Willis 
,said 
The next event scheduled 
for the group will be at the 
shopping plaza on Collegiate · 
Way on Dec. 5, from noon to 7 
p.m., . in partnership with 
Natura Coffee arid Tea. 
Private vandalism 
fROMA9-
"Customers tend to tear 
down the posters and write 
dirty nasty words," said 
owner Tim Brown. 
They periodically paint 
over the defacement but 
other than that they treat it 
like a New York City subway 
and place poster over poster 
to cover up writing. 
"I imagine some bathroom 
graffiti has artistic value btit 
nothing seen here has been 
too creativ:e yet," Brown said. 
If this so-called art creates 
such an inconvenience, why 
do inebriated college stu-
dents and heartbroken ex-
girlfriends feel the need to , 
express their values and feel-
ings onto the walls , during 
intimate moments in the rest-
room? 
According to itsallinthe-
head.com, it can be said from 
an artist's standpoint that the, 
restroom wall is the last great 
medium for pure· self-expres-
sion. 
"The words and images of 
bathrooms cover a wide 
range from (tourette)-rain- . 
man like rants to philoso-
phers of emotional porn," 
said Ferem. "These bathroom 
poets, the restroom ·sages, are 
the infantry in the struggle for 
art between emotion and rea-
coined in 1966 by Alan Dun-
des,-a folklorist at the Univer-
sity of California, Berkeley. 
He invented this term 
because, as he states in his 
article "Here I Sit-- A Study of 
American Latrinalia," it is a 
more preferable term com-
pared to the profane term 
used earlier. 
According to criminal-law• 
lawyer-source.com, Latrina-
lia, in legal terms, is described 
as vandalism, or the malicious 
or willful destruction or dis-
figurement of public or pri-
vate property that doesn't 
belong to the vandal, without 
the consent of the property's 
owner. 
Vandalism costs millions 
of dollars worth of taxpayers 
money to counteract. Vandal-
isµi offenses are often punish-
able as misdemeanors or 
even · felonies with conse-
quences ranging from fines to 
jail time. 
Seth Williams, a UCF sen-
ior graphic design major, said 
he thinks it . depends on the 
location. Williams feel's that 
graffiti is inappropriate on 
campus, yet in college bars it 
is an art form. . 
UCF freshman .Brian 
Dominguez said nothing 
should be on the walls regard-
less of the subject matter 
placed there. ,EagleEye 
(PG-HJ 12:30 3:ss 7:5510:40 son." "I believe it's just vandal-
. ism; and I want a tidy bath-
room," Dominguez said 
-Ustingsforfriday;Nov.·,4 Graffiti found in restrooms 
is lmown as latrinalia, a term 
. i . 
-~. f 
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I The Student Newspaper at UCF since 1968 I 
HOW TO PLACE AN AD SUBMISSION DEADLINES PAYMENT METHODS 
Online 24 hrs/day: . 
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classi.fieds 
By phone: 407-447-4555 
Online, phone, fax, 
in person: 
VISA, MC, AMIDC, Dis-
cover, Cash, Check 
By fax: 407-447-4556 
In person: 11825 High Tech Ave, 
. Suite 100, Orlando FL 32817 
10 a.m. Fri. for Mon. issue 
5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue 
5 p.m. Wed. for Fri. issue 
OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS 
Monday - Friday 
9 a.m. - 5 p.m . 
407-447-4555 • www.KnightNewspapers.com/dassifieds 
100 
BARTENDERS WANTED. 
$300 a day potential. No Experience 
Necessary. Training Provided. 
Age 18 +. OK 800-965.-6520 x 107. 
$5,000. PAID EGG DONORS. + 
expenses. Non smokers, ages 19-29, 
SAT >1100/ACT >24/ GPA 3.0 
Contact: info@eggdonorcenter.com 
PIT Doggy Daycare associate 
posistions avail. 'Must Love Dogs. 
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plusl 
Locations in Orlando and Sanford 
•••www.dogdayafternoon.net ... email 
resume to info@dogdayafternoon.net 
Big Brain Work! Computer Science, 
Math, & Engineering Majors Wanted. 
PT/FT. Applied Research Associates. 
Please email cfdjobs@ara.com 
VaxDesign Corp. PT office opportunity 
in Research Parkway for self-motivated 
accounting student. Responsil:lilities 
inc. inventory control & variety of Other 
general acct. tasks. To submit resume 
or for info regarding position please 
contact Jessica Bates 
jbates@vaxdesign.com 
Wanted: Web Designer-HTML required-. 
Java, Flash a plus - to work full time on 
site in St. .Cloud. Email portfolio to 
don@cars12.com or call 407-346-166;3 
BartendE!rs Needed Now , 
PT/FT No experience necessary.· 
321-274-1rn1 
Florida Bartenders Association/Agency 




Part-time nanny needed M,T,H,F 
4:00-7:00, Wed 3 :00-7:00. Must be 
good with teens and willing to 
transprt kids to activities, help with 
homework, and walk dog.-
Background check will be performed. 
Please send resume to 
danab@pda-cpa.com 
3/2/2 UCF AREA HOME FOR RENT 
Avail. 12/5/08 
$1300/month incl. w/d and lawn care. 




Large waterfront homes & townhomes 




2bd/2.5ba fully renovated townhoroe in 
Cambridge Circle italian tile throughout 
all appliances incl. $1000 deposit 
$825/mo 407-416-8369 
4/3/2 Townhouse in Avalon Park 
$1300/mo incl. cable, access to pool, 
tennis and basektball court . . 
Available ASAP 407-557-2382 
2 Bd/ 2.5 Ba Townhome with attached 
garage for $700/month. Across the 
street from UCF. Income restrictions 
apply. Move in Special with mention of 
this ad. Call 407-324-7773. 
Avalon Park Upstairs Studio. 
Furnished or not $550/Month includes, 
· electric, water.cable & internet. No 
Pets. 
Call 407-375-4642 
1 bdrm apt. for rent with male 
roommate. Pegasus F'ointe, must be 
student. $575/mo. incl. aJI u_til. & cable. 
Lease take over- will pay fees. 
Hank or Stephanie Hays 727-415-6541 
LOOK!! 3 rooms avail in a 
house with Pool, scrh~d in prch, W/D 
fully furnished, no lease required, near 
UCF and VCC $359/mo 321 -652-8283 
Room.fo.r rent in Avalon Park 
3000 sq ft home. $550/mo util incl. 
Internet, every cable channel, gym, 3 
car garage.Call Fred 850-291 -3183 
ADVERTISE: 
Female roommate needed 
for 3/2.5 home on lake 1 0 min from 
UCF. Upstairs bedroom and 
private bath plus bonus room 
$600/month Incl. utilities. No pets 
please. Must love dogs. Please 
call Carlee at 321-749-0507 ore-
mail CarleeDlck@gmall.com· 
Selling Something? With our 85% 
success rate, it's as good .as gone! To 
place an ad call 407-447-4555 or logon 
www.knightnewspapers.com/classifieds 
Royal suite in new 3/3.5 townhome. 
Spacious room w/ walk-in closet, bath, 
garden tub and separate shower. 
Garage incl. ·Beautiful secluded pool 
cabana. We are two clean and fun 
students. Come to meet us 407-340-
9887. Ladies only. $550/month 
ROOM FOR RENT $500 ALL 
UTILITIES INCLUDED. FEMALES 
ONLY. SMALL DOGS-ALLOWED. 
PLEASE CALL 407 929 601'6. 
· Room for rent.. Corner of Dean and 
. Univeri:;ity 
$375 a month utilities included 
Call Lee 407 459 0012 
3/2 House, Fully furnished, Rent 
includes -utilities, full kitchen, 10 min 
from UCF in Waterford Lakes. Asking 
$450/month per room. 
Available ASAP. F or M 
Call Nadia 407: 929-9972 
Great Sublease Near UCF 
· 1 bed/1 bath 
$790/month + utilities 
Available Dec. 1st 
Call 717-332-5629 
Sublease needed for a 1 /1 in a 3/3 apt 
in Tivoli. Shuttle to uci=, private 
bathroom, walk in closet, w/d, pool and 
2 fun female roommates! Available mid 
Dec. Call Grace @ 239-398-3866 
3br/3.5ba 2 car garage, 1704 
sq.ft townhouse In Avalon Park. 
Each bdrm has private full bath. 
Washer/Dryer Included. Avail Asap. 
$1495 incl water.Call Rick 407-301-
6037 . 
Selling Something? With our 85'3/o 
success rate, it's as good as gone! To 
place,an-ad-call 407-44''1'=4555 or logon 
www.knightnewspapers.com/classifieds 
ALTERNAT IVE HOUSING0-Condos 
from the $90's. Close to campus. 2 
bedrooms, 2 baths, perfect roomate 
set up. Pool, tennis, basketball , 
etc. Call Richard 407-808-7987 
. RE/MAX 200 Realty 
3/2 Home FORECLOSURE! 
Only $22,000! This home won 't last! 
For Listings 800-366-9783 x 8904 
• CLASSIFICATIONS 
Rate 
100 Help Wanted:General C 
125 Help Wanted: Part-Tune C 
~ 
325 For Sale: Automotive B 
350 for Sale: General A 
150 HelpWanted:Full-Tune C 375 for Sale: Pets A 
175 Business Opportunities B 400 Services B 
200 for Rent Homes 8 500 Announcements A 
. l2S for Rent Apartments B 600 Traver B 
250 Roonmates A 700 Worship B 
275 Sublease A 800 MisceUaneous B· 
300 for Sale: Hornes B · 900 Wanted. B .. 
. . UCF FUTURE TEACHERS 
EDUCATION MAJORS 
You need liability insurance when 
you Intern. Join the NEA Student 
Program and the Student Florida 
Education Association at UCF. Be 
part of the Professional Student · 
Organization for and about you! 
Go to www.nea.org/student-program 
to learn more. Or email our UCF 












~ Rm..l !Im! 
First issue: $9 $J3 $19 
Each addl is~ue: $6 s9 s13 
• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line 
• Offering a successful average return of over 85% 
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication 
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs 

















© Puzzles by Pappocom' 
Fill in the grid so 
that every row, 
column and 3x3 
box contains the 
d igits 1 through 9 







Mission To Japan is looking for 
Christian college students for a 4-week 
mission trip to Japan. Summer 2009. 
Details, call Warren at 407-273-4454. Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com 
CROSSWORD . 
ACROSS 
1 Lays a lawn 
5 Forewarnings 
1 o Biggest seat in 
the house 
14 Actress Falco 
15 Raid 
16 Fonas and 
Lincoln 
17 In real time 
18 Army posts 
19 Afternoon 
parties 
· 20 Hearty eaters 
22 Wistful 
24 Top-drawer 
25 Most pricey 
26 Donnybrooks 
29 Actress Marisa 
30 Cochlea site 
3 1 Defective cars 
33 Elary 
37 Comic bits 
39 Long period 
40 Rad! 
41 Burn slightly 
42 Highly seasoned · 
sausage 
44 _ Miguel, CA 
45 Aids in 
wrongdoing 
47 Al and Bobby of 
auto racing 
49 Flower parts 
52 Part of a dance 
53 Bivouacked 
54 Uses a ruler 
58 Cain;s victim 
59 Put into effect 
61 Badgered · 
62 Solitary 
63 Bus itinerary · 
64 Frat party attire, 
perhaps 
65 Whale groups 
66 Holiest of 
cheeses? 
67 Pipe part 
DOWN 
1 Part of SASE 
2 "Garfield" dog 
3 Singing star 
4 Go up and down 
5 Moral 
transgression 
6 Demi of "Ghost" 
7 Drops the ball 
8 _ "King· Cole 
© 2008 Tribu na Madia Sclrvk:os,, Inc_ 





12 Noteworthy acts 
13 Selling feature 
21 Travel charges 
23 Arctic explorer 
John 
25 Summer or 
Shalala 
26 Armstrong or 
Myerson 
27 Garden tool 
28 Opera song 
29 Worker's 
devices 
32 Butcher's stock 
34 Relaxed • 
condition 




38 Beats down 




s I MMS I COBS I S L AY 
A R I E L L U L U N I ~ E 
METRO AR AB A ,VON 
- - - L E A olll ,,tu s K E T s 
A S S I G N -~ I~ IE-R E U N I T E S L OO DY ERR • •• _§__§_ 01 REE N A T 0 T I 2 1 • L IM A A I" A C H E l l OT s • GIG s E X T 0 N OR TO I s· E 
- A L D AS • E A R N E R, 
T A ~~ ii *~<5i T A •• -OM U T T E R N E 0 N S TU N RO WDY 
I N N S S AN E E R A S E 
Last issue solved 
46 Busy insect 
48 Sudden gushes 
49 Dandruff locale 
50 Prohibition 
5:1 Make minor 
alterations 





56 Outer limit 
57 Dress line 
60 At present 
Solution and new puzzles in next _issue's Classifieds 
For Rent • Roo11101ates • Sublease 
Events • For Sale: General 
Phone In Person 
11825 High Tech Ave. 
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R ETU R~N I NG FOR 
I· 
Apply online by \ 
December 1, 2008 
to one of our many rnaste~'s 
or certificate prograrn-s. 
You have successfully 
subscribed to UCF 
Hoops. 
Text stop to end at 
any time. 
/ 
The Student Newspaper at-.(JCF since 1968 
Spring Classes Start 
JAN 2009 




How Do I Text 
UCFHOOPS to 44636? 
I . Grab your cell phone. 
2. Select messages on your main menu 
3-. Write a- new text message, "UCFHOOPS" 
4. Send this message ·to 44636 (41NFO). 
5. Begin receiving · UCF Knights Basketball Scores! 
R~ceive FREE, real-:-time scores and alerts or/ y~ur cell phone fro111 t~e Central ·Florida _Future: Just te~t a keyword, like UCFHOOPS, 
to 44636. For a list of other info you can get on y<:>ur cell, text MENU to 44636. Now you can be in the know-while on the go! 
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